Spatio-temporal brain activity related to rotation method during a mental rotation task of three-dimensional objects: an MEG study.
During mental rotation tasks, subjects perform mental simulation to solve tasks. However, detailed neural mechanisms underlying mental rotation of three-dimensional (3D) objects, particularly, whether higher motor areas related to mental simulation are activated, remain unknown. We hypothesized that environmental monitoring-a process based on environmental information and is included in motor execution-is as a key factor affecting the utilization of higher motor areas. Therefore, using magnetoencephalography (MEG), we measured spatio-temporal brain activities during two types (two-dimensional (2D) and 3D rotation tasks) of mental rotation of 3D objects. Only the 3D rotation tasks required subjects to mentally rotate objects in a depth plane with visualization of hidden parts of the visual stimuli by acquiring and retrieving 3D information. In cases showing significant differences in the averaged activities at 100-ms intervals between the two rotations, the activities were located in the right dorsal premotor (PMd) at approximately 500 ms. In these cases, averaged activities during 3D rotation were greater than those during 2D rotation, implying that the right PMd activities are related to environmental monitoring. During 3D rotation, higher activities were observed from 200 to 300 ms in the left PMd and from 400 to 700 ms in the right PMd. It is considered that the left PMd is related to primary motor control, whereas the right PMd plays a supplementary role during mental simulation. Further, during 3D rotation, late higher activities related to mental simulation are observed in the right superior parietal lobule (SPL), which is connected to PMd.